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Woodworking Almanac

Post From the Past

Handmade Lacing Toy Tutorial

Handmade Lacing Toy Tutorial
This is one of my favorite tutorials, and one of the favorites on the site too. Inside, I'll
show you how to make a handmade lacing toy that is perfect for any young child
learning their fine motor skills.
This is a fun project, and you can use this as a base for making several other lacing
toy designs following the same principles in the post.
Enjoy, and happy building.

Show Me the Post

A Quote from My Books
Quote from A Beginners
Guide to Woodworking
A good way to get what you need
without making mistakes is to buy only
what you need to make the project you
want to make.
My Book is filled with lots of helpful tips
just like this one, and it can help you
make sense of getting started as a new
woodworker.
Read More About the Book Here

Freebies List
In case you missed them, the button will take you to the free downloads that I share

in the thank you email for signing up to the weekly email.

Show Me the Freebies

"Woodworking Quote"
"It's Much Easier to Fix Your Problems Before They Become Glue Covered Problems"
- A Smart Woodworker
This quote is all about the importance of looking before you leap. Before you lather
on the glue, do a dry run and make sure everything goes together well. Make sure
you have enough clamps, the pieces go together well, and that the process runs
smoothly.
If you discover something that needs to be addressed, thankfully your problem is not
covered in glue, so it will be a lot easier to solve.
Read More Here

Book Recommendation
Understanding Wood
Finishing By: Bob Flexner
This was THE book that truly helped me
understand finishing at the most
fundamental level.
I was fortunate enough to get this book
early in my woodworking career, and I
still refer back to the things I learned
from it today.
This book explains a lot about finishing,
and it really helps you understand it at a

higher level.

Now Hiring Guest Writers
I'm always looking for new writers that are interested in woodworking to share their
talents and help enrich the Westfarthing Woodworks Community.
Regular contributors are eligible to have their own author box with a link back to their
site so we can all grow together.
Contact Me Here For More Details

New Q&A Forum on the Site
I added a Question and Answer Forum on the website in an effort to share more of
the questions that I answer in private emails and messages.
These are some of the most valuable conversations that I have, because I get to help
you get through a tough spot on a project.
You can register and ask as many questions as you like, or you can post a single
question and I'll always help.

Login/Join Here

Ask Me a Question Here

Check Out My Wood
Briar Wood
Briar might not look like much in the raw
form, but it transforms into something
absolutely amazing when you apply a
contrast stain.
Read More About Briar Wood

Popular Now on the Site
Printable Woodworking Tips
Cards [Over 30k Shares]
This post has been shared over 30,000
times, and it's fast becoming one of my
most popular.
This is a series of woodworking tips
cards that you can print.
Download the Free PDF

Great Forum Question
This question came from an email, and was also shared on the Q&A Forum to help
everyone learn together.

"What did Woodworkers use Before Sandpaper?"
The answer is an inexpensive (less than $10) tool that virtually eliminates sandpaper,
and once you use it, you will immediately be hooked.
See the Answer Here

Great Woodworking Picture

I Love This Picture. This is the under side of a Sitka Spruce acoustic guitar top with a
pile of fresh chisel shavings left over from shaping the internal braces.
Carving the acoustic guitar top is one of the most relaxing and satisfying parts of
making a guitar. You literally give the top its voice by the wood you remove and the
wood you leave behind.
The process is very quiet, and you only use hand tools.

Productivity Tip

Taking a practice break can actually help you become a more productive woodworker,
and a better woodworker in general.
Even though you have to stop to take that break, and learn a new or unfamiliar
technique, the time you get back by not making a huge mistake is repaid to you
several times over.
The next time you are frustrated, take a practice break and it will actually help you be
more productive.
Read More Here

Woodworking Journal
Assignment
For the next couple months, carry your
woodworking journal with you, and add
at least one thing to it daily.
This can be something as simple as an
idea, a future project, or something to
explore.
This will help you get your journal going,
and fill it with your best woodworking
ideas. Read More

Woodworking Safety Tip
You only get two chances to protect your eyes, and a mistake can cost you one or
both of them instantly. You have no excuse for not wearing your safety glasses, and
here are some solutions to help you:
If they don't fit, buy a better pair.
If they are cheap, buy a nicer pair.
If you can't find them when you need them, buy a second pair.

If they are scratched, buy a new pair.
If you don't even have a pair...that's a different problem entirely.

Wood Finishing Tip
The Secret to Wood Finishing is to apply really thin coats. If you get everything else
wrong, but get this part right, you will still do fine applying a finish to your projects.
Apply very thin coats, and your project will finish better, finish faster, and finish with a
thin and even coating that dries better and smoother.
You can look like a professional wood finisher overnight if you just make this one
change. Read More Here

The Beall Buffing System

Video: How to Buff Wood to a High
Sheen

This is how to buff wood to a very high gloss using a buffing wheel and polishing
compounds. If you make smaller projects, and in particular lathe projects, you can
finish them with a buffing in just seconds.
The other really nice part about buffing is that it's easy to do, and you can handle the
finish immediately afterwards.
Enjoy the Video!

See the Post Here

A Product I Love
I wrote a post on LED Shop Lights and how they can make you a safer and better
woodworker. You won't believe the difference that good lighting can make until you
see it for yourself.
This post is all about the benefits of LED shop lights from amazon, which you can get
for about $60, and install yourself in a couple hours.
They are super easy to work with, and they will truly illuminate your shop space like
never before.

Read the Full Post Here

Share This Email!
If you like this email, please share it with your friends and let them know they can Join
the nearly 22,000 people that get my emails and follow Westfarthing Woodworks
online.
Add Me to the List!

Download this Email as PDF
All of these Woodworking Almanac Emails are available for download on the site, so

you can take the almanac with you wherever you go.
You can save each almanac as it comes out, or you can just visit the page and
download them as you need them.
Another thing you can do is sent the email to a friend as a PDF, and share all the
helpful information.
Download this Almanac as a PDF Here

My Books
If you Like My Posts, You'll Love My Books!

A Beginner's Guide
to Woodworking

Acoustic Guitar
Making

Left Brain Woodworking

Make Your Own Tools

Advice for Beginners.

Templates and Jigs.

Wooden Rings
How to Make Rings by

A Woodworking
Notebook

Hand With Few Tools.

Your Personal Journey in
Woodworking.
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